executive training
programmes

overview

At AAA, we offer a variety of training courses under
Academies to equip working professionals and teams for
career success.
What to expect:
• Our courses are developed and presented by industry
experts, who share a wealth of experience, knowledge
and insightful tips
• Develop and refine both your professional knowledge
skills and personal soft skills
• A unique and dynamic learning experience
• Small groups ensure quality interaction, discussions
and Q&A
• Opportunities to apply your learning and explore best
practise examples
• Different learning methods and styles, ranging from live
online sessions to resources on our learning platform
• A relaxed learning environment that gives you the
freedom to explore each topic, whilst enhancing your
thinking and skills capabilities
Why AAA?
We don’t just offer courses, we are passionate about
unlocking your potential and seeing you succeed. We
have been training the industry for 30 years and know
what it takes to achieve career success. If you want to be
equipped for today and better prepared for your future,
enrol for a AAA Executive Training course today!
Or contact us to discuss your unique training needs on
executivetraining@aaaschool.ac.za

INSIGHTFUL MARKETING:
about this course

Many of today’s most successful companies and brands have one thing in common – they
put the customer at the heart of everything they do. In this course, we will practically explore
how insights can improve your strategic planning, optimise your brand engagement, enhance
your creative campaigns and help to secure a competitor advance. We will investigate various
principles, tools and techniques to apply to your own brand or service.
This course also looks at how to develop the mindset, behaviours and soft skills you need to
become a more Insightful Marketer.

fast facts
Date: 1 September - 22 September | Duration: 3 weeks (± 4 hours/week)
Price: R4 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer and internet.
Course Location: Online (live online sessions with access to online resources via our learning platform)
Lecturer: Our Industry expert Minette Koekemoer has 20+ yrs experience, working with Ad agencies
and corporates around the world
Entry requirements: Basic understanding of marketing will be helpful, but not required
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

this course is ideal for...

• Marketeers, Advertising execs, Creatives and Insights managers wanting to refresh their
skills on how to practically apply insights
• Entrepreneurs looking to upskill their insight capabilities and customer understanding

•
•
•
•
•
•

what to expect

Small group of participants to ensure high quality interaction
Knowledge sharing, Q&A and best practise learnings with your industry expert
Top tips on how to develop an insightful and consumer-focused approach
Practical exercises to help you confidently apply what you’ve learned to your brand, service or business
A resource pack with tools and templates to help you apply the principles to real-life business issues
Live online learning sessions and access to online resources and content

what you’ll learn in this course
Topics include:
Topic 1: What is Insight and why is it important?
• Explore where Insight comes from
• Differentiate between information, facts, data and insight
Topic 2: Consumer engagement
• How to cultivate an Insightful mindset within your organisation
`
Topic 3: Developing an insightful knowledge base
• What information is needed to develop engaging customer
activities
• Sourcing and capturing relevant information
• 4 easy steps to move from information to Insight
• Developing a good Insight and evaluate it against a checklist
• Bringing customer knowledge to life for your stakeholders

Topic 4: The role of Insight in the strategic marketing process
• How Insights can optimise business decisions, goal setting and
all customer-related activities
• Identifying what makes marketing strategies and activities
insightful
• Applying what you’ve learned to your brand, service or business
Topic 5: Maximising Insight on a small budget
• A case study on a brand with no budget and how Insight turned
the brand performance around
Topic 6: How to become an insightful marketer and creative

after completing this course

You’ll have a solid understanding of how to be more insightful
in your approach to developing your marketing strategy, activity
plans and creative executions

UI/UX DESIGN
about this course

Digital design is a fast-paced, interdisciplinary field. In order to stay ahead of the curve, today’s digital designer needs to be more
sophisticated in their approach to creating visual design, by keeping their eyes on new trends to develop new products that are
aesthetically beautiful and highly usable to the client and consumer.
In this course you will learn how to enhance user satisfaction, improve usability, accessibility and create pleasurable interactions in
the user experience design (UX) component.
You’ll also be taught the fundamentals of user interface design (UI) and how to create hi-fidelity prototypes for applications.

fast facts
Date: 22 September - 19 November | Duration: 8 weeks (± 4 hours/week)
Price: R12 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer, adobe XD, photoshop and internet.
Course Location: Online (two live online sessions per week with access to online resources)
Lecturer: Nicolas Nesbitt, a multi-faceted and experienced digital designer in the industry
Entry requirements: Proficient in the use of an Apple Mac and Adobe Photoshop. A solid
foundation in design is a welcome bonus, but not mandatory.
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

this course is ideal for...

• Web designers, graphic designers and art directors who want to
expland their current skillset
• Any creative who finds themselves being drawn more and more
into the world of web and app design.

what to expect

• ‘Live’ online lecture sessions and consultations on each topic
area
• Sessions are structured to be informal and fun
• Small classes to ensure interactive discussions
• Brainstorming together in teams to develop class projects
• Opportunity to learn from an industry expert and receive
feedback on your practical work
• Online videos relating to digital design

what you’ll learn in this course

In this course you will cover the following topics:
Introduction to UX Design
• User-centric design
• Understanding your users
• Usability
• Customer journey mapping
• Personas and scenarios

Introduction to UI Design
• UI Principles
• Trends in UI
• Design Theory
• Emotional design
• Colour theory

after completing this course

Prototyping
• Wireframes
• Prototypes
• Mockups
• Adobe XD

UX testing
• Recruiting test participants
• Moderating test sessions
• Tips and traps for successful usability tests
• Evaluating results
• Testing tools & technologies
• Communicating test results

IYou will have a solid foundation of theory and skills needed for today’s interactive digital world. Whether it be
creating content for websites and mobile applications, this course will give you the skills needed to advance forward
as a digital designer ready for future emerging industries.

BRAND ENGAGEMENT
about this course

Successful brands have the unique ability to create an engaging experience of their brand.
They know how to drive value beyond each marketing campaign to grow their brand over time.
In this course, we will explore what it takes to develop an engaging brand experience. We will
look at the skills required to tell your brand story well and how to engage internal stakeholders
and target consumers. We will apply best practise to some of the typical challenges marketers
and creatives encounter in developing engaging brand experiences for consumers.

fast facts
Date: 29 September - 23 October | Duration: 4 weeks (± 4 hours/week)
Price: R7 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer and internet.
Course Location: Online (two live online sessions per week with access to online resources
Lecturer: Industry expert
Entry requirements: Basic understanding of marketing will be helpful, but not required
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

this course is ideal for...

• Anyone involved in developing and executing integrated marketing communications (e.g.
Brand Marketing, Advertising, Media, Sales, Customer service and Creatives)
• Entrepreneurs looking to strengthen customer engagement

what you’ll learn in this course

In this course you will learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•

Think strategically about brand engagement and developing the brand experience
Optimise your brand positioning to enable you to tell your brand story with impact
Successfully engage your target audiences, as well as other internal and external stakeholders
Create the brand experience you want customers and consumers to have
Develop and execute an engaging brand experience along their engagement journey

Topics include:
1. The brand experience: why it is about much more than
developing an Integrated Marketing Communications campaign.
2. The power of story-telling: In this section we will look at how
to bring your consumer and brand story to life in order to drive
brand engagement over time.
3. Engaging others: How to effectively engage your
Advertising, Digital and Media partners during the creative
briefing process, as well as your internal stakeholders. We will
look at a case study on how internal stakeholder engagement
can secure support for brands with no marketing budgets and
the role of employee engagement in helping an organization to
become more customer focused.
4. It’s all about the journey: to create ongoing value in business,
we need to take our customers and consumers on a journey.
How they experience our brand or service along this journey

after completing this course

determines whether they continue with us, or move on to
competitors. It may appear easy, but it is achieved through
strategic thinking and careful planning. In this section we will
identify each stage of the engagement journey and learn
how to map business goals and insights in a way that helps
customers move towards the desired direction for the brand.
5. Success stories: learning from successful brands, this
course includes looking at “Best-in-Class Practices” and ‘Top
Tips’ in creating the brand experience (from selecting media
touchpoints, to developing relevant content, to executing great
creative and evaluating your campaign).

You’ll understand what it takes to create an engaging brand experience for your customers. You will have access to templates
to help guide you to develop the experience for your own brand or service and top tips for how to engage others. An online
assessment will help ensure your firm understanding of the various themes covered.

COPYWRITING FOR A DIGITAL WORLD
about this course

The term ‘copy’ refers to the text in ads and on different communication platforms however, as a Copywriter your work will involve much more than just writing the words.
Ideas are what it’s all about – and how to communicate them effectively depending
on the medium you use. In a digital world, advertising and marketing communication
is overflowing with ever-evolving platforms including social media, web and online
advertising. How do you adapt your copywriting to make the most of these online
mediums? This course covers the common digital platforms today and how to
communicate your ideas to their best advantage.

fast facts
Date: 29 September – 6 November | Duration: 6 weeks (± 4 hours/week)
Price: R9 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer and internet.
Course Location: Online (two live online sessions per week with access to online resources
Lecturer: Lourens Prinsloo, industry expert with +20yrs experience as Ad Agency owner,
creative and consultant
Entry requirements: Basic marketing knowledge is helpful, but not mandatory
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

this course is ideal for...

• Anybody wanting to learn how to use online communication effectively
• Marketers wanting to expand their skill set
• Entrepreneurs wanting to use online platforms to promote their
business

fast facts

what to expect

• Opportunity to learn from an industry expert and receive feedback on
your practical work
• ‘Live’ online lectures and consultations
• Small classes to ensure quality interaction and discussions

what you’ll learn in this course

In this course you will cover the following themes:
• Making an idea work in different online media
• Understanding the strengths and weaknesses
of various digital media platforms
• Visualizing and writing for your target market
• Principles of effective writing for:
• Google advertising
• Banner ads

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emailers
Newsletters
Blogs
Social media
Websites
Search Engine Optimization
Mobile Marketing (SMS)

after completing this course

This is a practical course and your lecturers will guide you through a number of briefs
that implement the topics mentioned here. You will produce a final assignment and
on completion will be awarded a certificate of achievement.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
about this course

A key skill every Marketing and Advertising working professional needs is the ability to manage projects
effectively. This course is specifically designed to provide delegates with the basic knowledge and skills they
need to plan, manage and deliver good quality Marketing and Advertising projects on time and within budget.

fast facts
Date: 5 October - 13 November | Duration: 6 weeks (± 4 hours/week)
Price: R7 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer and internet.
Course Location: Online (live online sessions with access to online resources via our learning platform)
Lecturer: Dr. Ludi Koekemoer, expert industry lecturer and author on Marketing and Advertising
Entry requirements: Basic understanding of marketing will be helpful, but not required
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

this course is ideal for...

• Anyone leading a project at work
• Entry level project managers and members of a project team
• Entrepreneurs

•
•
•
•

what to expect

Learning from a top expert with 40+ years’ worth of experience in Advertising, Marketing and Business.
A limited number of like-minded delegates to ensure high quality interaction, knowledge sharing and best practice learnings
Live interactive learning sessions, practical exercises and access to online resources and content
Key concepts and tools are introduced practically to enable delegates to progress from the fundamentals to application.
Tips on how to do it best.
• Practical application throughout, working with real-life challenges often faced when running various Marketing &
Advertising projects

what you’ll learn in this course
Topic 1: What Project Management Is All About
•
•
•
•
•

The nature and scope of Project Management
Corporate goals and the need for successful projects
Project characteristics and managing a Marketing/Advertising Project
Prioritising of projects and identifying key success factors.
The importance of speed to market, innovative disruption, enhanced brand engagement and building relationships in Marketing

Topic 2: The Project Management Process
There are 5 steps to follow in the process of planning and executing a project. To do this successfully one has to understand the
value chain and project life cycle.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiating and defining the project
State the scope and main deliverables
Foresee and manage possible changes
Identify the tasks, responsibilities and roles of people and suppliers
The value chain and project life cycle
The communications and reporting plan
Schedule the project and deal with all the key issues
Practical: Planning a new product from ideation stage to launch, including planning an ad campaign

Topic 3: Scheduling a Marketing/Advertising Project

Topic 5: Managing human resources and suppliers

Scheduling has to do with determining what has to be done, by
whom, how and when. Schedule deviation is one of the most
important factors leading to failure
•
•
•
•

• Identifying a project leader
• Compiling the project team (internal and external) and
managing them and their performance
• How to build and manage a high performance team
• Motivation, dealing with controllable and uncontrollable
blockages, stress and conflict
• Skills needed to manage change and engage stakeholders
effectively
• Practical: Challenging your team to identify what they need to
do, how to do it better and equipping them with the resources
to be successful.

Topic 4: Ensuring Quality Management, Costs and Risk

Topic 6: The Importance of Effective Communication,
Reporting and Control in Managing Projects

Identifying all the steps in the value chain
Trading off cost and time
Scheduling the project in logical steps
Identifying mandatory, discretionary and external
dependencies
• Allocating responsibilities
• Identifying measure points/milestones
• Practical: How to manage the value chain of selling a product

Perception of quality: by the marketer/ad agency vs the
consumer. Quality activities and how to plan for quality.
Managing all aspects relating to cost to ensure the desired
quality. Identifying and managing all the risk factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The meaning and importance of quality
Meeting specifications
Quality policies, standards, assurance, audit and control
How to plan and schedule quality activities
The project budget
Identifying, approving and controlling costs
Identifying, analysing and managing all the risk factors
Practical: Typical mistakes to be avoided and how to deal with
it should things go wrong.

after completing this course

The success of any Marketing or Advertising project is
dependent on what seems so simple: communication. However,
good communication is often neglected as it is seen as
unnecessary, too time consuming or costly. The challenge is to
develop and maintain efficient communications and reporting,
internally and with external suppliers and contractors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of good communication
Types of communication
Communication channels and the flow of information
Communication helpers and blockers
The communication plan and project reports required
Project control and steps in the control process
Deviations and the revision plan
Practical: Managing communication to avoid problems

You will know what is involved in managing a Marketing/Advertising project and how to put together a realistic project plan with
a well-defined scope, time schedule, within the confines of a realistic budget. You will feel more confident in managing the project,
dealing with schedule changes, resource dynamics and constraints, as well as engaging stakeholders/participants along the way

MARKETING INDEPTH
about this course

In this course, we look at 3 key elements that contribute to marketing success –
digital marketing, brand management and media planning.

fast facts
Date: 27 October - 10 December | Duration: 6 weeks (±4hrs/week)
Price: R9 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer and internet.
Course Location: Online (two live online sessions per week with access to online resources
Lecturer: Jared Potgieter, industry expert with South African and International experience
Entry requirements: Basic marketing knowledge is helpful, but not mandatory
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

•
•
•
•

this course is ideal for...

Working professionals in marketing and advertising
Anybody looking to upskill in these topic areas
Entrepreneurs
Working professionals needing a refresh on the marketing space today

what you’ll learn in this course

In this course you will cover the following topics:

Topic 1: Digital Marketing
Understand the ‘new’ marketplace of the digital world to identify
appropriate digital strategies and how to apply them.
Themes:
• The digital marketplace
• How to develop a digital marketing plan using the SOSTAC
planning framework
• The elements of the online marketing mix and how the online
environment impacts them
• Managing Digital Media
• How to outline an integrated digital marketing plan
• Marketing mix and the role of branding in the context of digital
marketing
• The importance of measuring return on investment (ROI)
• Social media strategy, planning and how to measure social
media campaigns
• Website objectives for effective website design and how to
review site effectiveness and build traffic
Practical application: You’ll be challenged to develop and
implement your own digital marketing strategies and measure
their success and apply what you’ve learnt to your digital strategy
and your digital campaign plan.

Topic 2: Brand Management
In this topic, we explore the role of brands and branding in
today’s competitive marketplace. It deals with why brands are so
important, what they represent to consumers and how they should
be managed.
Brand management looks at the strategic design and
implementation of integrated marketing communication
programmes and the various activities necessary to build, measure
and manage brand equity.
Themes:
• The concept of branding
• The different components of a brand that identify and differentiate
it from others
• The importance of brands and why they matter to consumers and
organisations
• What is brand equity and why is it important?
• The strategic brand planning process
• How to identify and establish brand positioning and develop a
strong brand
• The stages in the brand value chain fast facts
• The choice criteria in developing an engaging brand experience for
your brand, using integrated marketing communication
• Developing a brand equity measurement and management system
Practical application: You will have the opportunity to practically
apply the knowledge gained in a practical real-world context.

Topic 3: Media Management
Without an understanding of the target market and the available communication
channels, marketing and advertising activities would not meet their required
objectives. This course will cover how to define a target market using several
research tools, as well as the role of media in the communication mix (incl. digital
and traditional media touchpoints).
Themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to position media planning within the broader discipline of communication
The evolution and role of media planning
The key terms and concepts of segmenting target markets
The need for and relevance of markets and market segmentation
The benefits and weaknesses of market segmentation
The steps in the market segmentation process (STP)
The objectives of the market segmentation process
Eight different positioning strategies
Preparing the media strategy

after completing this course

You’ll have a solid knowledge of the marketing landscape and how to
apply the tools for small, medium and large businesses.

STRATEGIC ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
about this course

If you want to better engage your clients and consumers, and stand out for the right reasons
at work, this course is for you. It shines the spotlight on the key areas of proficiency you need
to become a better strategic thinker, customer-focused account planner, insightful creative and
successful relationship builder.

fast facts
Date: 27 October - 26 November | Duration: 4 weeks (±4hrs/week)
Price: R7 999.00 (30% Discount).
Contact us for discounts on group bookings.
Resources needed: Access to a computer and internet.
Course Location: Online (two live online sessions per week with access to online resources
Lecturer: An experienced industry expert
Entry requirements: Basic marketing knowledge is helpful, but not mandatory
AAA Certificate of Achievement will be awarded upon completion.

this course is ideal for...

• Anyone involved in delivering client-service
• Advertising Agency professionals (incl. creatives) involved in new client pitches and
managing client accounts
• Entrepreneurs looking to strengthen their client relationship skills
• Those needing to refine key skills to move to their next career step

what you can expect

• A personal development plan with a focus on developing a variety of the personal soft
skills needed to become more confident, effective and influential in your role
• A limited number of delegates to ensure high quality interaction, knowledge sharing, and
discussions with the industry expert
• Practical exercises and best in class examples
• Resources to help you apply what you’ve learned to your real-life business issues and
relationships

what you’ll learn in this course

In this course you will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What you should know about winning and retaining clients e.g. pitching with impact and building client relationships that last
Using insight to identify different client types and how to speak your clients’ language
Understanding your clients expectations, needs and problems and how to partner with them to provide creative solutions
Developing winning strategies
Leveraging insights to optimise your campaign plan and creative executions
Telling the brand story well, internally and to target markets
Effectively bringing business goals and creativity together to add value
Top tips on how to become more effective in delivering excellent client service
And much more…

after completing this course

You’ll feel more confident and equipped to add value to your clients.

Contact Us
AAA House, The Braes Office Park,
cnr William Nicol & Bryanston Drive,
Bryanston, Johannesburg
011 781 2772
executivetraining@aaaschool.ac.za
www.aaaschool.ac.za

